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When you were growing up what “gaps” between profession 
and practice of the adults were you first bothered you? 
 
 
We all have things we believe are true or orthodox.  What 
might be some gaps between what we believe is true or 
orthodox and who we live our practice our orthopraxy? 
 
 
How does it feel to need to be better than what society may 
think are the best people in order to get into God’s kingdom? 
 
 
Read Matthew 5:21-26 any problems with murder? 
 
Read Matthew 5:27-30 any problems with adultery? 
 
Read Matthew 5:38-42 any issues with revenge? 
 
Read Matthew 5:43-48 any challenge with enemies? 
 
 
How do we actively love our enemies and pray for them? 
 
 
Jesus says to “be perfect” meaning perfect in love. How can 
you practice being a lover of humanity this week? 
 

 
When you were growing up what “gaps” between profession 
and practice of the adults were you first bothered you? 
 
 
We all have things we believe are true or orthodox.  What 
might be some gaps between what we believe is true or 
orthodox and who we live our practice our orthopraxy? 
 
 
How does it feel to need to be better than what society may 
think are the best people in order to get into God’s kingdom? 
 
 
Read Matthew 5:21-26 any problems with murder? 
 
Read Matthew 5:27-30 any problems with adultery? 
 
Read Matthew 5:38-42 any issues with revenge? 
 
Read Matthew 5:43-48 any challenge with enemies? 
 
 
How do we actively love our enemies and pray for them? 
 
 
Jesus says to “be perfect” meaning perfect in love. How can 
you practice being a lover of humanity this week? 
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March 14, 2015 Florida Hospital Seventh-day Adventist Church 
Matthew 5:20-48 Being Successful at Missing the Point: Is Knowing 
Something Easier Than Living Something? by Andy McDonald 
 
Video Transcript “Plastic Jesus” Ryan’s voice is regular font and 
italicized are the words that appear simultaneously on the screen. 
Hi! I’m Ryan [I’m Ryan] I’m a Christian [I claim to be a Christian] 
And this is my story [This is my story] Growing up I never missed 
going to church [Growing up my parents made me go to church] 
When I was 12 I accepted Christ a my Savior  [When I was 12, I got 
“saved”] I was even baptized [I was even dunked in some water] 
It undoubtedly was a very important decision [It apparently was a 
meaningless decision] It even affected how I lived in High School [It 
made no difference how I lived in High School] I mean, don’t get me 
wrong, I had, had fun on the weekends [I got drunk most weekends] 
I had a girl friend a couple [I had sex…often] But I was a normal high 
school kid [I was a normal high school kid] College was one big blur 
[College was one big party] But I did make it to church out of 
obedience [I made it to church out of…guilt] And after school I married 
a great girl and she’s been a great influence on me [After school I 
married a great girl, I’ve been a terrible husband for her] Life’s been 
good [Life’s been a struggle] I have a house [debt] Three kids [Lots of 
responsibility] I couldn’t ask for more [I thought life would be so much 
more] I mean sure, I worry about my future [I’m panicked about my 
future] I mean, my marriage, it could be better [My marriage is falling 
apart] And I need to spend more time with my kids [I don’t spend time 
with my kids] But things will be alright [Things are not alright] I have 
my faith [I have no faith] You may not hear me talk about it a lot but 
[that’s why you don’t hear me talk about it] It’s just because its 
personal [It’s non-existent] But don’t worry for me [Worry for me] 
My Jesus is real [My Jesus is plastic] 
 
How severe is the gap in our lives between our profession and our 
practice? 
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What areas of truths have we talked ourselves into believing we are 
practicing? 
 
What words would pop up on the screen of the movie of our life with a 
different more stark message than the story we might tell? 
 
What are some of the places where we’re sure we know the right 
answers, where we would boldly buzz in on Jeopardy confident in our 
understanding? 
 
Knowing the right stuff, the right information, the correct doctrine, the 
proper beliefs is what we call orthodoxy—holding a belief or a way of 
thinking that is accepted as true or correct.   
 
The corresponding word that is about what we do with our orthodoxy, 
how we behave and live and work is the word orthopraxy which is the 
orthodoxy of action. 
 
Orthodoxy = right belief   and Orthopraxy = right practice 
 
A large crowd was gathering and Jesus went up on what the Bible calls 
the mountainside, and what we would call the hillside. These couple of 
pictures are taken from the traditional place called the mount of the 
beatitudes overlooking Galilee with the Golan heights in the haze 
across the lake.  It was somewhere like this that the crowds gathered, 
Jesus may have picked out a nice stone upon which to sit and the 
disciples were close to him, it was to them directly he was teaching and 
then beyond them the teaching would be overheard by the crowd. 
 
This famous sermon on the mount is filled with familiar teaching of 
Jesus, but what he has to say sometimes isn’t easy to hear. His simple 
words may challenge way beyond our comfort level. 
 
There is a section of  his sermon that directly highlights this gap, the 
space in all human lives between knowing the right thing, believing the 
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truth, being orthodox and  living the right thing, living the truth, or 
having proper orthopraxy. 
 
In Matthew 5:20 Jesus gives a mind blowing, paradigm changing, head 
hurting warning.  “But I warn you—unless you obey God better than 
the teachers of religious law and the Pharisees do, you can’t enter the 
Kingdom of heaven at all.” 
 
This isn’t very encouraging.  Remember last week when we were 
talking about Nicodemus we said that the scribes studied to get all the 
rules interpreted and written down, codified, and then  the Pharisees 
determined to please God by perfectly obeying every rule.  They even 
made up rules to prevent themselves from getting too near breaking a 
rule.   
 
They were considered by everyone to hold to the greatest orthodoxy, 
the right belief, and they were thought to be the preeminent 
practitioners of those right beliefs, everyone considered them to have  
perfect orthopraxy!   
 
So when Jesus says to his disciples and all the listening in crowd, 
“unless you obey God better than the teachers of religious law and the 
Pharisees do, you can’t enter the Kingdom of heaven at all.” This made 
their heads hurt.  Feelings of hopelessness started to plague their inner 
spirit. 
 
Now Jesus will six times use some form of a couplet phrase, “You have 
heard it was said, but I say to you.” 
 
For those in his inner circle, for those uneducated in the listening 
crowd, for those of the scribes and Pharisees who might be hearing this 
in person or from one of the spies they had in the group, Jesus is about 
to raise the bar. Anyone who has any confidence in their match of their 
own orthopraxy with their orthodoxy Jesus is about to reveal a gap. 
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Vs. 21 is the first one “You have heard that it was said…’Do not 
murder, and anyone who murders will be subject to judgment.’ 
 
We aren’t that terribly different from those who first heard these words. 
The vast majority of humanity immediately is almost relieved.  Here is 
a place where we, like those on the hillside first hearing this sermon,  
are comfortable, even confident that there is no gap between the 
teaching the truth the orthodox reality and our practice, our orthopraxy.  
Ok, we think here’s one place we measure up, we haven’t murdered 
anyone!!  There are texts in the OT that you can put together which 
seems to define that murder is the shedding of innocent blood in time 
of peace.  This allows for collateral damage where innocent people are 
murdered inadvertently during war and it allows for guilty people to be 
killed during times of peace as in capital punishment. But what Jesus is 
about to say makes all that posturing sort of irrelevant! 
 
“But I say if you are angry with someone, you are subject to judgment!  
If you call someone an idiot, you are in danger of being brought before 
the high council,.  And if you curse someone you are in danger of the 
fires of hell.” 
 
Jesus is so serious about this that he says if you are in the middle of a 
worship experience, worshipping the God of the universe, and you 
remember that there is some unresolved conflict with someone, STOP 
your worship and go get reconciled to that person. 
 
It seemed a lot simpler to just hold the truth, to be orthodox and to have 
orthopraxy when we kept murder as actual murder and didn’t expand it 
to anger, and the murder of reputations through gossip, and of just 
being in perpetual limbo of unresolved conflict with someone.  
 
Jesus has just made it clear that it is easier to know truth than to 
practice it! 
He pushes on: 
You have heard it said, “Do not commit adultery.”For a split second we 
might allow spiritual pride to swell in us as we feel safe on this one.  
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That’s until Jesus continues and says, But I say that when you look at 
someone and wish or fantasize or imagine giving yourself to that 
person you’ve already committed adultery with them in your heart. 
 
This is so serious that Jesus says that if drooling over some image of 
your imagined partner is your reality it would be better to pluck out 
your eye and throw it away and loose part of your body than the whole 
of who you are to end up in hell. 
 
He does one on divorce 
He does another on taking vows 
 
And then he quotes the famous lex talionis. the principle or law of 
retaliation that a punishment inflicted should correspond in degree and 
kind to the offense. 
 
“You have heard it said,  If an eye is injured, injure the eye of the 
person who did it. If a tooth gets knocked out, knock out the tooth of 
the person who did it.” 
 
This law was given in ancient times, not to make matters worse but 
better.  You know how it is Bill bumps into Sam. Sam imagines it was 
intentional whether or not it was so he bumps Bill back, but of course 
just a little harder than he was bumped.  Sam responds with a heavier 
hand and then Bill responds with an even heavier hand and the incident 
escalates into an all out fight.  This law was meant to reduce the hit 
back.  Can’t knock out two teeth when one of yours gets knocked out 
only one. Can’t blacken both eyes when you get a black eye, only one. 
 
Jesus is raising the  bar.  But I say to you don’t resist an evil person!  If 
you are slapped on the right cheek turn the other.  
Someone takes your shirt give them your coat too 
Have to carry the soldiers pack for him one mile, volunteer for two! 
Give to those who ask.  Don’t turn away from those who wish to 
borrow. 
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What in the world? It seems there is no place for retribution at all.  
It feels like a call to be taken advantage of! 
 
By now Jesus has moved everyone out of their comfort zone that they 
are safely orthodox  with proper orthopraxy.  But just in case Jesus has 
saved the most challenging “you have heard that it was said, but I say 
to you” for his last one. 
 
You have heard that it was said, Love your neighbor and hate your 
enemy.  
 
All of Jesus’ “You have heard it said” stuff up to this point were pretty 
much direct quotes of some Old Testament scripture.  But you can 
search concordances, and word studies, and Bible dictionaries, and 
commentaries, and you won’t find this phrase in scripture. You can find 
Love your neighbor but not hate your enemy. 
 
So where did they hear it said?  Here is how the Rabbis came to teach 
this perversion of orthodoxy.  “They seized on the immediate context 
of the command in Leviticus 19 to love the neighbor pointing out that 
that this chapter is addressed ‘to all the congregation of the people of  
Israel.’ So they argued that “my neighbor” is one of their own people, a 
fellow Jew, part of my race and religion.  This specific text says 
nothing about strangers or enemies. So, since the command is to love 
only my neighbor, they taught that it must be taken as permission or 
even an injunction to hate my enemy—for he is not my neighbor that I 
should love him.” 
 
With this kind of reasoning  it makes since that the ancient prophet 
Jeremiah (17:9) wrote that, “The heart is deceitful above all things, and 
it is exceedingly corrupt.”  (Some translate it beyond cure). 
 
When there is a behavior, a way of doing things we like or prefer we 
humans will go around some crooked roads to try and justify our 
practice as being orthodox. 
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What the Rabbis taught and said feels so much more in line with our 
human nature.  Love your neighbor and hate your enemy. 
     If you are a Hatfield love the Hatfield’s and hate the McCoy’s 
      If you are a McCoy love the McCoy’s and hate the Hatfield’s 
Jesus goes on “But I say, “Love your enemies! Pray for those who 
persecute you! In that way you will be acting as true children of your 
Father I heaven.” 
 
There is an illusion.  It is the illusion that if we are orthodox, if we hold 
the right truth, if we believe the correct doctrine, if we can recite the 
law, if we are thoroughly orthodox that it will follow that we will 
match that in how we live, we will have superior orthopraxy.   
 
But the human problem is that there can sometimes be a pretty big gap 
between knowing the truth and doing the right thing. A pretty big gap 
to create a plastic Jesus. 
 
Later in Jesus ministry those who saw him as an enemy, those 
considered most orthodox would guard the edges of the Sabbath, would 
carefully tithe their garden herbs, would gather and worship in the 
temple, and then reassemble to plot how to kill Jesus.  How to do away 
with him.  Careful to follow all their “orthodox” rules about rules, 
while planning a murder!! 
 
“The heart is deceitful above all things, and it is exceedingly corrupt.”   
 
We see pictures of Christian men lined up on a beach about to loose 
their lives because the are Christian and we are supposed to love our 
enemies and pray for them. 
 
It is much easier to wish for revenge. It is easier to love those who are 
like us and to hate those who are different. 
 
“Jesus says, If you love only those who love you, what good is that? 
Even corrupt tax collectors do that much. If you are kind only to your 
friends, how are you different from anyone else?  Even pagans do that.” 
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Jesus is consistent.  If you want to be different. If you want to be 
unique in the world.  The difference he calls for is that you love 
generously, outrageously, beyond the imaginable.   Let the orthodoxy 
of his love for us, poured into us, the reality that we can only love 
because he first loved us make us lovers, not just of the people like us, 
but of everyone.  Jesus great parable of the Good Samaritan opens our 
eyes to the reality that every person on this planet is our neighbor.  If 
the hated Samaritan could care for a wounded Jew who might have spit 
on him in different circumstances, it is clear that everyone is our 
neighbor. 
 
But we must let the orthodoxy of Jesus teaching,  “They will know you 
are my followers by the love you have for one another,” lodge so 
deeply in our lives that it will inform our practice. 
 
The terrorists were coming.  Death seemed imminen.  But maybe these 
Christians being hunted to be killed because they were of a different 
ethnicity could escape and find refuge in a church.  2000 held up in the 
church, a Seventh-day Adventist Church.  It was a Sabbath morning 
when the Hutu Conference President worked with his ethnic group to 
not allow any Tutsi escape.  The mob surrounded the church and 2000 
lost their lives in the church and another 1000 on the compound.  In a 
country where 90% professed to be Christian where 10% of the entire 
nation were Seventh-day Adventist somewhere there was a gap 
between proper belief—orthodoxy and the practice of the life their 
orthopraxy.   
 
It isn’t just Rwanda in the 1990’s but the Protestant and Catholics in 
Northern Ireland, the bombing of Abortion Clinics and murder of 
Doctors, and then historically the history or Crusades and Inquisition 
all in the name of the one who said “Love your enemies.” 
Sometimes we have been very successful at missing the point. 
 
Truth, the standard to which Jesus calls us is easier to know in a very 
orthodox way than it is to live with orthopraxy. 
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Here is the call of Christ.  Our enemy is seeking our harm and we must 
seek his good. Why? and How?  When evil seems to have won, When 
damage has been done to us and our family how do we seek the good 
for our enemy?  Here’s how—We can do it because this is how God 
has treated us.  “For it was while we were enemies that Christ died for 
us, to reconcile us to God.  He gave himself for his enemies and if we 
are his followers than we must give ourselves for our enemies.   
 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer who would lose his earthly life to his enemies in 
the concentration camp wrote these words:  “This is the supreme 
command. Through the medium of prayer we go to our enemy, stand 
by his side and plead for him to God.” 
 
We don’t wait to pray until we feel some loving feeling but we pray for 
our enemy to move our heart to feel.  To love is to give oneself in 
sacrificial service in deeds and words and prayers. 
 
When Jesus says that unless your righteousness, unless your obedience 
exceeds that of the teachers of religious law and the Pharisee, that you 
can’t enter the kingdom it sounds sort of like hurdles we can’t clear. 
And then Jesus just takes a hand full of those things to be obeyed and 
makes them infinitely more impossible to achieve and caps it off with 
the unfathomable call to love our enemies so we could end up even 
worse off with an even larger gap between our profession our 
orthodoxy and our practice our orthopraxy. 
 
The high bar of righteousness seems beyond our reach. We find 
ourselves easily identifying with Paul. I know what I want to do, I’m 
acquainted with orthodoxy and I want to line up and I even say I will 
line up.  But then I don’t.  And then there are the things I know I don’t 
want to be part of my orthopraxy but they just happen.  What I don’t 
want to do I do and what I want to do I don’t.  Finally in desperation 
we too cry out with Paul in the end of Romans 7 and beginning o 
Romans 8 
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“Oh what a miserable  person I am! Who will free me from this life 
dominated with sin? Thank God! The answer is in Jesus Christ our 
Lord.  So you see how it is: in my mind I really want to obey God’s 
law, I want to be orthodox, but because of my sinful nature I am a slave 
to sin in my orthopraxy.    Now there is no condemnation for those who 
belong to Christ Jesus.  For the power of the life-giving Spirit has freed 
you through Christ Jesus from the power of sin that leads to 
death….God destroyed sin’s control over us by giving his Son as a 
sacrifice for our sins . He did this so that the requirement of the law 
would be fully accomplished for us who no longer follow our sinful 
nature but instead follow the Spirit.” 
 
Unless our righteousness exceeds of those who would be very orthodox 
and even attempt orthopraxy while plotting Jesus death, we can’t enter 
the kingdom.   
 
And here is the good news the only righteousness worth having isn’t 
ours by attainment but is ours by gift.   
 
Please don’t be successful at missing this point, Romans 5:19 For just 
as through the disobedience of the one man the many were made 
sinners, so also through the obedience of the one man the many will be 
made righteous.  Your righteousness supersedes that of the teachers of 
the law and the Pharisees because it isn’t yours, it is Christ’s perfect 
righteousness demonstrated in loves greatest orthopraxy that while 
were God’s enemies Christ died for us, he closed that gap between 
orthodoxy and orthopraxy and in him we are made whole. 


